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‘mosses ENGLISI-1:Gathering Dust

SURGERY
§§1_m‘§1AD}§§ve§;}{,§[°“ $1}
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i
ke Bauhaus vein C0YI1biﬂi1'18 metal
In the Kllllng JO
/
’

guitar with experimentalism.In many ways better than
the aforementioned bands.
THE RED CRAYOLA:Born In Flames
_
A funk version of the Social Democrats’ song,sung by
Lora Logic .

‘Hospital. This is the ﬁrst
/known
case inof a modern
cho-surgery
special 118?:
hos-~
Wherel
giatlients
deti‘ edinvo un ar y.

are

The operations were_;per-

formed

ME-‘IHODISHKA . TUNE. : Leisure time
Another Scrits-influenced band.Actual1y very good,
very tuneful,very NICE.
5AUHAU3=Tele€§Tam sam

operations on four aggressive
female patients at Rampton

_

,

without

the

know-

ledge
ﬂ'°"
D
t 01'nt ¢°11SB"¥
of Health,i°fiwhich
ngﬁ;:ﬁmehmm“ﬂ_
.

The_ punk/HM
side
of Bauhaus-I
find it slightly antl-"
_
.
.
.
climatic and disappointing.
.

JAMES DLOOD ULMER:Are You Glad To Be In America?
Jazz-funk,the REAL thing-excellent,worth buying,etc.

LUDUS:My Cherry Is In Sherry .
I
Jazzy,jerky,tuneful but sometimes dischordant.An
acquired taste worth acquiring.

All fourwgvonien were given
pre-ﬁrontali rostrai Jeucotoa

mics b!1Mr. Price. The one!’-

ation » involves d r i l l in g
through the top off ttlhe -‘shrill
,remve ats
-'
n

..‘,’,,,,a‘;,‘,,,t}’,,,{t,,f,’,_

6 pom

Mr Price later‘ told a sym'
s ital‘ “I
posium
a t _ th e hop
think I had made-a,de_c?is_ion

Within as minute or" ;tW.0, of
seeing her that I would like
to do a leucotomy. 0n the

DISLOCATION DANCE:It's So Difficult
Vocal style similar to the Flowers‘ 'afterdarh'.§Xc—
ellent bass line.Reference pointszscritti Politti,

other hand I couldn’t,,really
say that the operation was
really going<_to help her. y

Ubu,Diagram Brothers.

“In theenext 18 months
V Mr
Price performed similar ope-

VENA CAVA:Staccato So1diers,etc
Effects-ridden with rattling drums.Worthwhile,but
sometimes veers too close to the conventional.
THE FA LL: To tall y Wired
Unashamedl Y un P rofessional,uncompromisingly contemptuous.Listen hard - it will cut YOU? thr°at'
_
_
_
MISSING SCIENTISTS:Big City Bright Lights
One of these part-time bands Rough Trade seem so
keen on.Electronic ska;who needs it?

,rations on three other, women
from Rampton- He told the

same symposium: “l know.
what I did in the sense that
I know the operation that I
did, but what I actually did to

the brain I don’t know.’f,
Singles reviewed“
by Matthew}?
ay__
I
_g

-Remain In Light
"And you may say to yourself,MY GOD!...WHAT HAVE I DONE?"
-f
The Taiking Heads aren't the same as they ever were.They have made a sq

subtle shift to different rhythms,sublime structures which are smoothjYi
but jarring.Gradually their sound has changed its shape.And lyrics that
question your positinn,my position,how the future lies.....
"Wel1....how did I get here?"
Matthew.

‘I
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-NE\X/ ORDER@

NEW ORDER and TUNNEL VISION at’

i

Scamps,Blackpool.5/9/80.
I don't think many people could have
known who was playing or New Order would
probably have had a better turnout.It
seemed to suit the band that way.
It is unfair to compare New Order to
i.Joy Division.They are a new band comprised
of-very capable musicians.They play all
new material,no reliving of past glories.
The band had a lot of hassles;the lights
went off at one time and the bass amp bust
(an improvisation on guitar and drums was
given while it was fixed).
V
The music is repetitive and often out of
tune (maybe it was the mix),the members of
the band sharing the vocals.They were good
: but not memorablegno tunes to haunt the
I audience,nothing really stood out.The over
_»_

yiwﬂg
Peter Hook/New Orddr.

@
I

V
'*1\!:

-

I
H

all effect however,like Eric Random and
music of that type,is impelling.You want
to listen to it again,more carefully;
exploring it.
New Order promised a single which so far
has not been forthcoming,probably due to
the theft of their equipment.I wish that
people didn't know who they are so that
any records would be bought totally for
their own merits;not based on any of the
bands past recording as Joy Division.

‘_

Objectivity by Jon.

PERE UBU-"THE ART or WALKING".

TUNNEL VISION

Tunnel Vision are a young Blackpool band
Pere Ubu are strange.Pere Ubu are unp- who aren't represented on the slightly
redictable.Pere Ubu like to surprise
limp ‘Blackpool Rox'EP.This was the second
when they could play safe.This album is time I have seen them,and I was definitely
the best thing Pere Ubu have done for
impressed.As they have two guitarists,not
ageslgmaybe their finest hour,and no
surprisingly their sound is guitar-based.
doubt due to the addition of a new
creative
Thompsonimﬁ
v?cali§t is unpretentious,as
sporadically excellent
f th R dforce
C a tola the
"Theband-Mayo
Art of walking"
and disarmingly
they all

o
e e
r yo .
is a combination of whimsy,rock,radio

A
.
t;:£rn3§€E§oﬁh$?5Tgh;£ig:?: T;h§°HETi§w“aS

interference,middle-eastern street
Men|_However they saved their best song
market sounds,a little sadness,insidioustill last _ its called .Hydrop1anes»,and
rhythm machine and synths,minimalism,
it has a haunting melody that has stayed
funk,urgency,sublime bass-lines,film
in myhead for ages.
music,some singing and lots of wailing.
They walked home after the gig.
It is a celebration of the Art of Walkingga celebration of Pere Ubu.
MatthewMatthewo

I

ﬂEi!_[1gﬂgg§§.,ﬁrt-the final frontier.

M1"“"‘ﬁ.rO

BLACKPOOL Rox EP

/H.....»a¢-5

Featuring SECTION 25 & others.Last
few copies available for £1 inc.
p&p from:'Y',6# Main St,Keyworth,

'

"Nottingham
.

50 badge designs.
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call It

For further info-s.a.e. to Nick Fidd,
9,Highbury-Urescent,London N.5.

The first thing that struck me on
entering the Queens Hall was that it
was dark - very dark,the only light
was onstage.The second was the amount
of punks there - it seemed they were
only there to see Siouxsie,and their
initial peeoccupation was with getting drunk.Actually,the funniest sight
I saw at Futurama was one hard-core
tpunk wearing Subs and Cabs badges.
We walked around,sussing the scene,
selling a few fanzines.A band was on
stage - I ignored it,the atmosphere
was too oppressive to listen to music
for the moment.but surely it would
get better.Felt a bit tired - decided
to sit down,looked for a seat...there
were no seats,and by that time the
floor was damp with spilt beer and
becoming rapidly wetter,also some
considerate types had decorated the
floor withwhat they had for breakfast
that morning.Oh well,lets carry on
walking about.By that time I was
tiring of the whole affair,infact the
only people happy were either selling
badges and t-shirts or drunk.Would
you pay £6 to go down the trenches?
6000 did.The atmsophere was totally
unsuited to music,and as for commenting on it...well here's the best I
can dO....

The first band to make any impression on me was I'M SO HOLLOW,and they
were excellent,but I couldn't help
wishing that I could see them elsewhere.A definite buzz preceded ALTERED
IMAGES’ set - no doubt theyare the
'next big thing',I wasn't so sure myself,they tried a combination of
Buzzcocks pop and Joy Division,mostly
the first and not always successful.
The redundant r'n'r cliches regurgitated by MIRROR BOYS certainly weren't

to my liking.Why were they here? GUY
JACKSON was Futurama's clown - and
took the punks‘ cans for it.Jackson
took an uncompromising stand against.
...the Gang Of Four! The day's highlight was undoubtedly CLOCKDVA.Their
experimental funk structures were a
welcome change from the conventional
‘alternatives’ predominant at Futurama.Vocalist Adi Newton was as impressive as ever,his ‘beetle-walks‘ around the stage complemented by the

strobe light.Fans of Charlie Collins
will be interested to note that he
has recently acquired a fifth saxaphone.When I saw WASTED YOUTH at the

Electric Ballroom with the Only Ones,

FUTURAMA 2

1

1.

ClockDVA at Futurama.

they were the best band of the night.
However,in the Queens Hall they were
merely turgid HM.U2's music I found
uninspiring but they were savned by a
good frontman,Bono.I could be wrong,
Roger of ClockDVA thought he was
like Rod Stewart.ECHO AND THE BUNNYMEN were quite outstanding,songs standing out best in my memory being
'Villiers Terrace‘ and 'Rescue'.I
still maintain they were better with
the drum machine.THE LEAGUE OF GENTLEMEN with Robert Fripp were intriguing - except they seemed to play only
one song,and played it again for an
encore.A very nice tune,certainly not
what the punks waiting for Siouxsie
wanted.After that I had to get outside - it seemed like a step into freedom,sanity,reality.It was an indescribable relief -but why did the others
stay? "It was an event - a chance to
see all these good bands together."
But under what circumstances?
From outside we could hear SIOUXSIE
AND THE BANSHEES - they seemed merely
functional,playing mostly old favourites,crowd pleasing,playing safe.Will
they bite again?
We left on Saturday night.The only
useful function of Futurama was to

remind us that we must learn our lessons,we must understand:what we don't
need in the eighties is a re-run of
what happened in the sixties.
Matthew.

THE FUTURE IS DEAD

Bauhaus formed in 1919 as a development of the Weimar Applied Art School.
It moved to Dessau in 1925 and Stayed
there for its most profitable years
until it was dissolved by the German
Nazis in l933.Its_ideas concerning

form,materials and the need for team
work continued to be taught at many

album are how we were up to now;and

then hopefully the next album will be a
totally different sound,a different
attitude completely,more rhythmib."
WERE YOU HAPPY "ITH THE LP?

"If we didn't think the LPPwas up to
scratch we'd have done it again.We produced it ourselves."

was sssstou YOU DID roe PEEL was EXCEL)

schools of architecture and design
until weil into the sixties.In 1979
Bauhaus resurfaced in Northampton.
.On 2}/IO/80 Bauhaus performed at the
Ajanta Cinema,Derby.This is the result
of an interview after the performance:

LENT.
"We think the tracks that we did rerecord off the session came out better_bn
the album."

WHAT DO YOU THINK OF FANZINES?

wE'D LIKE TO REVIEW IT FOR THE FANZINE.
"Not now,you'll have to buy it.It's

"We get a bit tired of the way they're

presented;the way they're thrown together,it's really.boring;printing upside down or whayever and handwriting
and stuff,really scruffy.
_
This (produce fanzine called ‘Minutes';printed on card;50p) is really
good.It's laid out really well.It's
really refreshing.
I don't suppose you've seen ‘Television Murders'? It was just a one-off
thing that I did;very limited edition.
It was fairly orthodox in its present-

IS THERE ANY CHANCE OF GETTING A CORY?

-£15.99."

s

WHY HAVE YOU DROPPED

'BELA LUGOSI'?

"We haven't dropped it.We play it on
the spur of the moment.We've got a lot
of new songs.We don't want to stay the
same."
And

finallye e e e e

CAN WE JUST HAVE A FEW BORING FACTS...?
(Metallic voice)"We started in l9?9.We
played our first gig after a week.We
got Dave in.He was horny enough,he looked good and he had a big willy"

ation."

WHAT SORT OF STUFF DID IT CONTAIN?
INTERVIEWS?....
"No,no interviews."
OPINIONS?
"No,not really opinions,it was just
prose really"
WHAT DO YOU THINK ABOUT HAVING A DUNK
FOLLOWING?
"We're not really bothered,they lurk

H66
us

everywhere.Our music is dance musin
really."

DO YOU MIND BEING ASSOCIATED WITH THE
CROP OF MODERN STUFF?
"We don't take exception to being
associated with it as long as We are
seen as individuals as well.The idea
that we sound like anybody else is
horrible,we don't like categorisation.
WHAT SORT OF THINeS ARE YOU GOING TO
TRY OUT?
"We try out all sorts of things.We
don't think ‘we'll try this out in the
future‘ it just naturally comes.Some
of the new tracks we're doing - theyre
a totally different sound to what wave
dﬁne oefore,a totally different attitude.We try out whatever comes along.
When we came back from America we thought we'd do something with a different sound but we didn't contrive anything.We just muck around and see what
comes of it.A lot of the tracks on the

BAUHAUS:In The Flat Field (ll/30)
The music press did not like this LP.
Bauhaus were put down for being pretentious and modernist.No references were
given to the music itself.
Bauhaus‘ sound consists of a rhythmic
monotonous bass,a pounding drumbeat,
stuttering guitar topped by raucous
vocals.The effect is harsh and seems
loud atm any volume.Comparisons can oe
made to Pil (guitar on'Stigmata Martyr‘,
piano on 'Nerves',etc).It is easy to see
why punks like them;but they are not
punk.It is music to drive away the unwelcome guest.
Interview by Nick.
Format/review by Jon.

Cabaret

V<>11:<m~<

.e"THE VOICE OF AMERICA"
a This most recent LP from CV has
followed their policy of pushing peoples
conception of what a Cabaret Voltaire
record should be.It's a progression
which is more accessible than the others
but that doesn't make it casual listening.The LP is in keeping with the fact
that they have never had a distinct
sound;everything they do they try to get
a different feel to it.While ‘Mix-Up‘
was a lot harsher,more ragged and disjointed,so ‘The Voice Of America‘is a much
deeper,richer music,is more rhythmic
with more of a continuity in sound than
‘Mix-Up‘ has.Play the new LP after the
old ones and you will see the difference
Rewmmundmm
immediately,or rather the development of
Rﬂuwds
CV in-using the same systems and processes which wlere used before but this
time far more efficiently;this LP is
m9r9,9f.?l$?9hP_5°hhd rather than three
Recommended Records presupposes the
ihdividuai s°““ds°
existence of'a group of people with
ii wouidnit want t° insuiy your int°ii' ears,without too many preconceptions
i8e"°° with an analysis °f each 5°h€v

telling you what they are suppeﬁﬁd t°
m9an‘One °f the 3°33 °f music 15 thatvat
least for me anyway,you can make it mean
whatever Y°h "ant it t°-I d°h't want t°
déprive Y°ufdihihat1PieaSur°'I just “ant
you to listen to this fine record ‘
at
padraic_

about music and with an interest in

music for its own sake and not as an
arm of fashion.No decisions on what to
stock are made on the potential of
commercial potential - only records
that OUGHT to be available are stocked.
ySurvival has depended on-choice,re1iability and integrity - because there IS
a demand for quality,however hard the
shitters who run the music business
wish there wasn‘t.We would like to encmcm,@“g_WW “M ‘%
b
e
'ourage you to step outside what you know
it
and take a chance on what you don't
N
know.It's the only way this music can
grow.
E
At last,an LP from pragVEC,or rather
Write to: RR,583 Wandsworth Rd,London
not pragVBC but Spec Records and a few
SW8.
other bands comprised of various members
of pragVEC.After the release of ‘Existentia_l",pragVE'C had many directions in which
,
they could progress.Unfortunately,though
‘Expert’ and its like were good,it was the
most obvious choice.This album is more
Siipp HAPPY (with Fiusiiisort of
1

eXP9Pim8Htal-I

Legendary and long-deleted album,now

Susan Gogan warbles over insistent bass reissued Oh SUBSCRIPTION ONLY'This
and_a variety of other instruments.If you 5Wiii n°t be aYaiiabie in Shops or _
don't like pragVEC this LP should at least °th°r_°°mm°r°iii °°h°ernSfPr°SS?d_in

be
heard
for
the
song
about
Eddie
Shoestr°l°$$1°a1
quallty
Yinylvwlth
°’1$1“a1
ing
front cover.Send £5*to RR to secure
'
Review by Jon.

special numbered copy - support this
‘unique experiment.

Factory |nYor‘l<

A good healthy hitch and the 'Y' fanzine

roving reporters arrive at another factory
gig,today at York University.
First on the stage are Section 25.This
SECTION TWENTYFIVE/A CERTAIN RATIO/THE
is one of the best sets I've seen them
DURUTTI COLUMN - YORK UNIVERSITY.
play to date.Their sound is a drivingyhigh i
energy sound based on powerful drumming
and bass playing.Some new material sounded
A
optimistic while 'Cambodia‘,‘Charnel Grout
|

<
y

i

nd‘etc managed to warm the audience into

dancing.As this band have ample coverage
in this fanzine (deservedly) I move swiftly
on - but why are encores so rarely forhhcoming?
Next on were Ratio,still aiming to prove

themselves as an individual talent despite
the constant raving of anything to come out
of Factory.They are an excellent funk band
improving constantly around Donald's drumming (see back copies of NME).A little disappointing due to a mediocre mix but they
won through as York audience boogied on
down to the tunes,‘Flight‘ being the highlight in my view.
Following Ratio about a quarter of the
audience left,no doubt intent on getting
back to their halls of residence in time
for a good sleep before any lecture they
U
Larry/Section Twentyfive
ha Y e the f ° llowin 8 -mornin S .Nevertheless
Vini Reilly appeared undaunted - standing
°
up,guitar in hand.Its nice to see Vini go
E
down well with an audience and he certainly
n
did at York.Lots of cheers,applause etc
ERIC RANDOM:That's What I Like About Me
followed his excellent,accessible instrumentals based around either a rhythm backing' This is actually an LP.C°ﬂtainiﬂ8 4
‘”‘ drumming,Vini-. s tunes artracks which last about #0 minutes.The
track or Donald's
an inevitably pleasant climax to any gig first track is ‘Fade In‘.It has the crackling,hissing electronic percussion usuaSteve.
lly associated with Cabaret Voltaire.
These types of rhythm feature on all the
tracks here,and not surprisingly,as the
LP was co-produced by the Cabs‘ Stephen
Mallinder.On ‘Fade In',it is combined with
"-'-"

-q--~

—

- -

—

-—~

._

__

_

Random's insistent,nagging guitar.The

second track,‘Dirty Bingo‘,is similar to
the first in that it has the same sort of
guitar and percussion,but also with prominent bass and the melodica and ocarina
of Lyn Walton.This all goes to form a

4|

I1
|

Vini Reilly/The Durutti Column

soundtrack which goes round and round and
round.......
The LP‘s real gem is ‘Call Me‘.It has
bubbling rhythmic undercurrents and crashing guitar,rising and falling in the mix.
Slow,unnerving,disturbing;its not easy
music.'Fade Out',the fourth track,is the
conclusion to ‘Fade In‘,as well as to the
LP.To define the music of Eric Random.I
would say that it comes in the place batween Cabaret Voltaire and the Durutti
Column - it is much less varied than the
Cabs,but harder,more metallic than Vini
Reilly's music.
Matthew.

I

BUNNYMEN
at Trent Poly,Clifton
& Leicester University.

p

p

- & J lD
.
ompo
u lets‘ eroj
The Bunnymen play to an enthusiastic,
if not over the top crowd in Derby's
plushest club.Romeo & Juliets is like
at R

The Trent Poly gig was a real fun day
to be remembered for years no doubt.Clifton Hall is miles away from Nottingham
and the main part of Trent Poly which
meant half the audience were walking aro;und Nottingham all night looking for the
concert.But eventually (saved by some
‘corporation buses some wheel had thoughtyfully provided)Clifton Hall was filled
iwith the local hipsters,ie duffel coats,
long scarves,nature trek shoes,and big
adams apples - for this was to be a studant Only affair-

The Thompson Twins played first and may
I say they really are a great band for

Tiffanys with video television sets and

coins to the bar and setting drinks during

knee deep carpetting.All this is to be
ruined by the presence of the raincoat
clad Derby degenerates.
The Sound played a mediocre sot (ccrrcc
use of bass,cobrect use of guitars,etc.)
while drunk students danced,enthusing and
clammering for the disc jockey cc play

their BetTeaPdP°P entered and a Surge Pf duffel
coats,adams apples and Gang Of Four badges
pushed to the front'and began to pogo madly and 5Pit at Julian 3°99-Such Yiolenee
t siss must "Pt be t°1ePated.eV9H 3 t°tal
kinhead audience would have quaked in

Gang Of Four records,
Finally the television sets were switch
ed off (they were showing a Joni Mitchell
concert) as Echo And The Bunnymen took to
the stage.Lots of people starting dancing,

their boots at such antics.
ihe etm°SPheT° m°d°Pat°d and TeaPdT°P
played brilliantly,displaying abilities at
echgwritihg and PePf°Pmin8-'wheh I DTeam'
as e dream °f 3 5°98 (PP is it the Only

standing on others SncoldcrS,cnccring etc_title I know?) and subsequent songs displwhile Ian McCullough wont through nis Set yed a desire to create in music to dance
—backed by some insignificant session
to rather than (as Clifton interpreted) to
musicians.
pogo to.
They were really good,ac anyone present
A week later I find myself at Leicester
would agree clad in the inevitable para_ Jniversity in the bar getting drinks while
military gear (including camcnflaging the the Thompson Twins play their set.The hall
entire PA system) and combat image.They
t Leicester is Packed as the Daktari tour
were plenty impressive visually and musitarts tc bheY'
cally.'Rescue',the highlight,of course but Daktari was eh excellent Jungle dccteh
other songs had great impact _ Such as .3 (or something) programme I seem to recall
That Jazz‘ and vcrocodilesv.
rom my youth.There used to be a cross-eyed
Problems included tnc excessive use of
lion called Clarence who saw double.Watchdry ice and the total domination of Ian
ing Teardrop is like seeing double as simM¢cullongh,whicn dcnics the remaining
'larities can be drawn with fellow LiverpBunnymen the credit they richly deserve.
°i iads the Buhhymeh (ccmcat 5earvexceee'
A great pop band cvcrnl1_The best dreSs_'ve use of dry ice,etc).These visual simied oand for any wars in the near future
arities are,however,not reflected in the
and my prcdicficn as the band of any qual_ usic.Teardrop use tunes more extensively
ity most likely cc make it Onto Ipop Gos_ gs opposed to the harder pop tunes of the
pel','Get It Together‘ and ultimate starunnymen'
v
dom.
Steve.
Steve.

-
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This isn't an interview but extracts
from a conversation we had with Stephen
Fellows after the Comsat Angels gig at
the Boat Club (ll/ll/80).

"Music is not understandable.You don't
‘understand’ music.you just listen to L
it so there can't be a verbal response?
IT DEPENDS,STUFF LIKE VINI REILLY'S IS
HMOTIONAL.
"Yes,wellit should be.Music is emotions
al."
NOT ALL MUSIC.
"Itb is,I mean you can have lack of
emotion which is another emotion.Even
E if it's horrible it's another emotional
effect."

IS IT STILL POSSIBLE TO GET A copy or
RED PLANET?

IT DEpENDS WHAT IT'S TRYING To pORTRAY'
HM DOESN'T PORTRAY ANYTHING.

"No,there aren't any left.What happened
was that they were ordered and the guy

"That's a feeling y°u get when it gets
’°a11¥ jaded'be°ause you hear it 5°

sued him.So the were ressed u and as
far as ye knew {hay ‘,5, still 5nso1d_

°r me 0 even ry an apprecla 9'
(THEY HHVE DIFFERENT LENGTHS OF HAIR)

But than W, found out that Rough Trade
were sneaking them °ut'buying them in

"The differences are really subtle.They
are slight variations of the general

bulk

CharaCt8riStiCS."

who was pressing them w°uldn.t give us
m°ney,he ripped uB"°ff in fact so we

and

selling

them."

much,it's a sound all the time.The dif§erencetbetweentHM oagds are to? small

MARTIN
X-RUSSIAN
(of
NMX)
SAID
THAT
Y0U,D RELEASED ,INDEPENDANCE DAY, To

WHAT
s?RT
OF
STUFF
D”
YOU
LIKE?
"All kinds of stuff really.The last

INCREASE SALES or THE LP.

’?°°’d ¥ °°“ght was ‘Flight’ by A Cert-

"No the point is that if people have
heard something before they'll be more
built towards it.It's daft having just
an album coming out dry - with no singlesﬂ
WHY DID IOU INCLUDE THE SINGLES ON THE

aln Ratl°'"
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Nick,Jon and Matthew.
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gghe fact is that we didn't have that
manytngngbers w h es we d'd
i 1.'t.W e ' ve gint t
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new num ers now. promise
a
there won't be any singles on the next
album "
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IS THERE ANYWHLRE You CAN GET THE LYHI".AngelspdEoﬁi 2% shgw?blgak Znd industrial‘

C5 ”RITTEN DOW"?

ySheffield from Sheffield Parkway.This LP

"N°'I d°n't llke wrltlng them °ut'It'5
sis the first to be released on a major
n°t P°etry 7°“ kn°"I think they Should Efrom a band in this ‘danger area'.A sign

°° heard and P°t P°°dgLik° "ith P“?1i°

‘that perhaps Sheffield and the North are

Ima3°'th° lyrlcs are Juét man5l°d31t's
the way Fhe7'r° sung 'h1°h seems t° get
th9 meanlng m°r° than “hat they are'It
Just seems 5° 9°mP°“s when Y°u have
lyric sheets with an al°um'"
IF THEY'RE
NOT THEM
CLEAR
WELL
NOT HAVE
AT THEN
ALL. YOU MIGHT AS
"I don't agree for exam la I. e
epla

ifinally being recognized by London;what
"with the Bunnymen,Teardrop Explodes and
the Comsats all releasing records on majorsgafter the long work of John Peel in
helping bands such as these.
rw aiting
- .-is not as rough
For A Miracle
as the Peel sessions;not like four people

different
the lyrics
to
‘Honky Tonkversions
women‘ of
It doesn't
matter
what they are "

Ptogelher,more
aylng ln epenprecise,more
en Y’
e Soun
ls more
tuneful
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haunting melodies/choruses.A record with
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YOU NOTICE THAT IN REvIEwse,wHEN YOU'VE Zkjnzfn s°“n 'n°t that °f a N°rth°r“
GOT LYRICS PROVIDED,REVIEWERS TEND TO

‘I hope bands like the Comsat Angels

G0 FOR THE LYRICS‘
_
follow the example of the Cabs in refusing
"True,that's oecause_people who deal lﬂ. to move to the capital,forcing the record
words tend to see things 1n"°rdS3a
companies to look to the North for talent
band
doesn't in words." H
U d h 1 '
e
~ '
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YOU CAN'T DEFINE THE MUSIC IN woens.
an
MUSIC'S HARDER To UNDERSTNND THAN woana.

e plug t° decentrallse th° industry
Synopsis by Jon.
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At the Boat Club,N;ttm.'_:£\ \’ "x
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The Boat Club is rapidly becoming one-x
‘
»*’ --" .
of my favourite venuesgit may be expens- \
'
,\
ive to get in,but it has a certain atmo-"
\
ysphere,and there's always loads of good
COLIN NEwMAN=A'Z
T
‘
people there.And of course the bands... \\ This LB is nearer tc wirevs al5qv '
Tonight it was U2.The music of U2 1 > than the D°m° and Cupol Pr°j°°t5 °f
can ceet describe as vcplifting|_The cc_/‘Lewis and Gilbert.It seems to oe more
vious focal Point of the band is Bone» >6“? extensiim of '15“ than 5 P1‘°S1‘°-5"

the Singer_He exudes e cert cf charm

ﬂpsion from it,as Dome was.The musical

which acccuntc for mes, cf the canc|s
textures are tuneful,melodic,even
character.Yes,he is 'uplifting'.U2 are
s°r°"° (as °" 'Ima$°') and are based
'melodic,they are a rock band and they
(mainly °n KeYb°aT'd5-Subjectivﬁlbhits
(aren't particularly innovative,but they'
an excellent r9°°TdemaYbe "Qt as
dc possess sccc magic_ThiS ccmec cut
__experimental as expected but nonethemost clearly on the single ‘Eleven O'Cl-I less worth? in its °wn right‘ock Tick Tock',which they did twice.Bono
Matthew_

sings loudly and softly,he raises his
I
r:ns,dances.'l‘hree encores and happiness.“
I was uplifted.
'
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Killing Joke are\one of those an s
that attract fans from many aspects of
the new wave spectrum.Your average punk
has their badge sandwiched between Crass
and UK Subs badges on their leather
jacket,whilst your average hipster oops
along to them as he would to A Certain
Ratio etc.
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At the Ajanta Qinema,Derby
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At Derbf“they opened with Psyche as

Their sound is a very powerful,poundingthey usuilly go(tg warm the irozd uP%;an
.
.
.y
awesome une ase on a cons an gui r
danci muétc %onslsEln€ gr lagirsdogugiziyriff,laced with synth and manic vocals.
meta gul ar no so Os
rom
on i
-Jazz Coleman was wildly gesticulatig to
ist Geordie,Youth Martinls dirty grinding
.
'
.asS and Pa 1,5 hea
dr ms all Soiked
the audience to get up and dance(not easy
D
.t: T?
, 1 vy , u
1.
*
th to do in Derby or Nottingham).The set
over W1 Q ”?zZ “O eman S gurg ing syn
continued with most of thier album stuff
and psychotlc vocals’
and Change,similar to Psyche as a bone
Their songs,such as Wardance,Tomorrow'scrushing piece of modern dance music.
having
seen Killing
Joke
Defore’
W orld and Change follow th e same lyrical
'
.
.
.
. jtlmes
.
pattern of ;}giiFa’€\:?§§§P1*t°‘alita’$?'i didn't think however they Put everythi' to their set in P laces 1P erha P s their
.
B8 ln
disdain for touring got the better of

I mg 0 e,

Mark James.

\('\.1\%
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nism,apog!Eyptic scenes etc.,0K,these may \\\J>
seem a bit cliched at the moment,but I

§

think Killing JOKQ mean.it more than othe
er bands operating
t
, in
, , the same
| (3territory.)
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YOUNG
MARBLE
GIANTS

E

This is the result of an interview on original.It's quite easy to do that,I
16/9/80 after the Young Marble Giants‘

gig at the Boat Club,Nottm.
WHAT'S FINAL DAY ABOUT?

mean most people don't bother.We wanted
to be really accessible,really pleasant

GETTING RID or THE naums was A swap?

"Yeh,I think drums are the most conven"It's about the old clich$,a nuclear
tional part of rock music,I mean all
holocaust.We went to see 'Eraserhead‘,
traditions in rock music are really
it's a sort of definitive horror film,
stale,there's a very reactionary audieand we were really inspired by it,and
nce.We found,especially when we firstStuart wrote those lyrics down."
started gigging,we weren't what people
DO YOU LIKE DOING INTERVIEWS?
were expecting,we were really apologet"No,the trouble with interviews is that ic,but obviously we couldn't just walk
no-one ever asks you any intelligent
off."
questions."
DID YUU EVER FEEL LIKE THRASHING AWAY

YOU THINK OF ONE AND YOU CAN ANSWER IT. JUST TO PLEASE THEM?
"I can give you unintelligent ones like "We did once actually.There was this

'when did you form?','how many people
guy who was shouting for rock‘n'roll
are there?',things like that.You don't numbers,so in between songs I started
ask kind of things like ‘why do you use doing this rock'n'rol1 and he was danccertain chord sequences?'"
ing to it.And we can do that really
MOST PEOPLE DON'T KNOW ABOUT cacao seq- well,but what is the point of doing it
UENCES.
with 6 million other bands doing it as
"That's very condescending."
well.It's really great,I love rock‘n'
WE DON'T KNOW ABOUT CHORD SEQUENCES SO roll but there's no point in doint it?
WE CAN'T ASK YOU AsuUT THEM.
People say it's really hard to be
"I dunno,l suppose if you're a musician original and 'how are you original?‘.I
you expect people to be into what yours think it's just as difficult to be uninto.The thing about guitar playing in
original."
this group is that the whole thing is
D0 YOU LIKE DOING GIGS,ETC?
done bar by bar;uncoordinated.
"Yeh,I mean the excitement's part of
Another thing about this group is
it,it's really good.I really enjoy it
that it's really contrived.We were all
which is the only reason for doing
stuck in Cardiff and we were really
gigs.Also we started off really to
pissed off with the whole thing.So we
make a living in music.It's worst when
thought ‘let's get a group together‘,
you get interviewed by the BBC.They
but it was like impossible because it
ask you this question and you answer
never happens in Cardiff,so we got out
it then they switch the tape recorder
of Cardiff.But what we did was to plan
on and shove the mike up your nose and
every aspect of the group,1ike the fact they ask it you again and you have to
that there's 3 minimal people and inst- answer it again."

ead of~a synthesizer I bought an old
tacky org&n,things like that.The whole
thing had to be really fresh,really

Interview by Nick,Jon,Matthew & Steve-

order s c uads’
The Home Secretarv 1/old
hnef comtables and local auth
rtty orgamsatlons last mght
h at the polnce must be able 1n
uture to call on sufﬁcnent
umbers of properly eqmpped
and trained men to deal with
tbreaks of public di

t there had been a
§_.5;;*j;§I‘83‘l6I‘ willingness by demon
'-jstrators in recent years to re'?*’sort to violence and even to
encourage disorder.
“ There were major disturf;*F?Yc€?~bances at Lewisham
and
Ladywcodin 1977, at Digbeth
Gin Birmingham in 1978. and at
_i,

Leicester and
_

1979,"

Southall
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$3 have
approa
equad

a

national

no
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P01 B
enz§§i?§P?:E%§&§§?:. " i.
appeared" i_m front orﬁ the plat-§i§§§i§;5f§§_&§§§f;
H
for-m w-e"ar1n.g a~ blue riot suit§§%§;¥;i;§§;;Ei§;§
with face ~v-icsor and helmet. Heé1??i?;§§?%?§§i§??
was joined ‘by a seoo'nd- olﬁcer
in a~rmIy-st~y=le battle gea-r, iii
black helmet comp1etelyHcover
ing his face anda head e
ponntmg an automatic lstol
pmblems
mass proltest

M or

ﬁ;_;;;}c;;§#}these developments the need §:z;_;:§
-;1,;:;£;?fcar this review of the law has5?'5i'c
=;;?§§§;;1~:;‘ become urgent.
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Credlts:
INTERVIBWS:Jon Tait,Matthew Collin,
Nick Watson,Steve Willey.
LAYOUT:Matthew.
L3TTERINd:Helen Ford,Matthew.
PHOTOS:Jon,Matthew.
95VI5w$;JQn,Mark James,Matthew,
Padraic,Steve.
THANSGRIRING'Jon.
TIDING:Jon,Matthew.
Thanks to.

Sectlon 25,Rough Trade,Pete Kent,
What? promotions,ClockDVA,Vini
Reilly,New Hormones,Factory,Nottm
Boat Cluo,Chris Brooks,Nick Cope,
Marcus Featheroy;Teardrop Explodes,
Young Marble Giants,U2,Comsat
Angels,Vena Uava,Polydor,Beggars
éanquet,Sire.
Methodlshka Tune for front cover
plcture.

'y',¢/O 6h Main St,
Feyworth,N0ttm

